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ABSTRACT

Riska Abdullah. 2020. Types of Teacher’s Questioning in English Classroom
Interaction at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat (supervised by Sri Damayanti and
Rahmawati Upa).

The objective of the research is to find out the types of teacher questioning
style. The subject of this research was two English teachers of SMPN 1 Malangke
Barat in academ ic year 2019/2020.The method of this research

was qualitative

method. O bservation checklist and interview protocolwere instruments of this
research. Then , the researcher an alizedthe data by using
display and conclusion drawing/ verific

data reduction, data

ation. The result showed of the

first

English teacher and the second English teachers used display question when
asking question to the students . The researcher concludes that all of the E nglish
teachers at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat usedsame style in questioning, that is display
question because the students in Junior High School are the beginner and display
question makes students easy to answer question directly.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
In teaching learning English, building interaction in a classroom is needed. It
is caused interaction on e important point of successful in teaching learning
process. Interaction in the classroom is considered as an activity that provides
opportunities for the teacher and students talking each other in the process of
teaching and learning. Teacher action and

teacher-learner interaction are

important aspects of classroom life. In other words, having good interaction in a
classroom will help both teacher and students to create a collaborative exchange
of thought, feeling or ideas resulting in reciprocal effect o

n each other in

classroom interaction. According to Pianta, (Siliwangi, 2018) interactions between
the educator with the educated is a primary key to improve student learning and
development. Classroom interaction is one of the important factors in the
teaching-learning process. According to Brown

(Siliwangi, 2018) interaction is

the interactive climate to create the teacher questioning is need the collaborative
exchange of thought, sensitivity, or thought between a teacher and learners and
other learners resulting in the reciprocal effect of each other.
The r easons w hy teachers as k qu estions in their class rooms. First, qu estions
require res ponses; t herefore, they serve as a mea

ns of obliging learners to

contribute to the interaction. Learners’ responses also provide subsequent teachertalk. Second, qu estions ser ve as a

device f or c ontrolling the progress of the

interaction through which a lesson is enacted. It has been found that questions can
also b e used to motivate st udents, to revise, control, test or ass ess, explore,
explain, encourage st udents to focus on a particular t opic, elicit i nformation, and
check understanding and to control behavior.
Meanwhile, in the process of teaching that happened at SMPN 1 Malangke
Barat, there are still many problems appreared in the teaching learning proces
faced both by the students and the teachers, especially creating

communicative,

interactional teaching process, and there are still many teachers who dominated
the classroom interaction. In some considerations, there are significant problems
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for both students and teachers concerning the mastery of English realated to t

he

interaction in which teacher’s talk play an important role. However, from so many
types of questioning strategies that can be applied by a teacher, this study will
only be based on typical questioning strategies. Questioning style is describe as
the abi lity to formulate and ask question to the learners about situation, objects,
concepts, ideas which are within the context of instructional delivery objectives.
The use of questions in the teaching and learning is very indispensable that
teachers sometimes resume and lend lesson with it.
Based on the result of observation at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat, the researcher
found that the students of SMPN 1 Malangke Barat is very active in answer s the
questions from the teacher in learning process. Based on the explana
the researcher is interested in conducting research which entitled

tion above,
Types of

Teacher Questioning Style in English Clasroom Interaction at SMPN 1 Malangke
Barat.
1.2 Problem Statement
This research aims to addres the following research question:
What arethe types of teacher

s’questioning used more in English classroom

interaction at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat?
1.3 The Objective of the Research
Tofind out the types of teacher s’ questioning used more in English classroom
interaction at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat.
1.4 The Significances of the Research
The result of this research is expected to be useful information:
1. For the teachers, to make the teachers easier in teaching process by evaluating
the classroom interaction and knowing more about the effectiveness of
English teaching-learning process in classroom.
2. For the students, this research is expected to be able building the answers in
involving their self in the learning process English classroom interaction.
3. For the other researchers, as reference in conducting the same research.
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1.5 Scope of the Research
This study concentrates on questioning basically the most commonly
used by teachers of English (Display questioning :

a clear and concise

question, giving references, focus attention, give a turn and spread the
question, provision of opportunities to think, provision of assistance) and
(Referential questioning : changing the demands of the cognitive level of the
question, setting question sequences, use of tracking inquiries) in the English
lessons observed at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat.
1.6 Operational Definition
1. Teacher questioning is the one of most common technique used by teacher and
serves as the pricipal way in which teachers control the classroom interaction.
In some classroom, over half of class time is taken up by que stion and answer
exchanges.
2. Classroom interaction is interaction between the teacher and students that
occur in the classroom during the teaching and learning.
3. Teacher questioning style is several kinds of questions given by theacher to
students. The simply test the learner’s knowledges of previus study.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Some Pertinent Ideas
1. Definition of Questioning
Azerefegn (2008:11) says that a question is every sentence that has an
interrogative from or function. In a classroom setting, teacher questions are
defined as instructional cues or stimuli taht expose students to content elements to
be learned. Critelli & Tritapoe

(2010:53) state that questioning ha s become an

important part of teaching as it enables teachers to monitor student competences
and uderstandingand promote thought -provoking discussion. It is concerned with
directing students to acquire.
In the context of learning, questions refer to ideas that require a response from
the listener. This is used to request information. Furthemore, the request itself is
made with such an expression and the information is provided with an answer.
The situation take place when the techers want to get the stude

nts response and

and the first step is to anser the questioning. Questioning holds a critical duty in
teaching. Students are the center of learning, students gain a knowledge through
questioning process. However, students need guidance to obtain their goal

s.

Teachers as a learning facilitator must be competent to give their guidance. In
other words, the teacher must help the students with their questioning ability.
Questions must be specifically designed for various students ability. Questioning
techniques that should be used are the techniques that will stimulate widest
students’ attendance. Not only questions, statements should also encourage
students. One questioning strategy may only apply to only one teaching condition
(Prabowo, 2013).
From these definitions, we can generalize that the word question refers to any
idea that requires a response from the listener or audie

nce. Above all, in

classroom settings, teacher questions are defined as instructional cues or stimuli
that convey to students content elements to be learned and directions for what
they are to do and how these elements to be learned and directions for what
are to do and how they are to do it.

they
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2.

The Importance of Questioning
The critical part of teaching is questioning. Teachers must have the skill and

manner and have full of knowledge in constructing questions. Thus, teachers can
assist the student throu gh the questioning process. Questions can be the important
aspect for teachers to use to encourage student thinking (Harvey & Goudvis,
2007; Marzano, 2007).
a) Research on Questioning I provide empirically tested and validated techniques
are easy to use a

nd more important, that invigorate classroom recitation.

Recitation is a learning technique in which the teacher calls on different students
to answer factual or knowledge

-based questions that limit students to one

“correct” response.
b) Using Students’ Q uestioning Summarizations Teachers need to try hard not to
determinate classroom interactions and cause class members to become passive
and dependent on the teacher. Student passivity hardly fosters ingenuity,
creativity, or critical thinking-traits we all consider describe. Students contribution
rose when teacher gave the opportunity to students to follow

-up the quesions

(Wells & Arauz, 2006).
Ma (2008:93) says that

questioning as a general way used by teachers in

class, plays an i mportant role in classroo m teaching. Questions are us

ed to

evaluate students’ knowledge and underst anding of s ubject matter. Questions can
help to review essential cont ent in a subject. Questions can be us ed to control the
social behavior of students.
Chaudron in

(Muhammad Zohrabi, Massoud Yahhoubi

-Notash, 2014)

mentions that “Teachers’ questions constitute the primary means of engaging
learners’ attention, promoting verbal response, an d evaluating learners’ progress”.
There has been a great interest in the field towards the analysis of what purposes
teachers’ questions convey in the class. Different researchers provide different
reasons for why teachers ask questions.
Richard and Lockha rt in (Muhammad Zohrabi, Massoud Yahhoubi -Notash,
2014) list the reasons for asking questions as follows:
a) They stimulate and maintain students’ interest.
b) They encourage students to think and focus on the content of the lesson.
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c) They enable a teacher to clarify what a student has said.
d) They enable a teacher to elicit particular structures or vocabulary items.
e) They enable teachers to check students’ understanding.
They encourage student participation in a lesson
Question is also a request for information and it is commonest and most
straightforward way to make student to talk according classroom observation
(Daryanto, 2013: 6). Questioning is one of the most common techniques used by
the teachers. In some classroom over half of class time is taken up with question answer exchange. By asking questions to students, it can motivate and stimulus
them to active during teaching learning process.
As questioning is believed to be one of the tools of effective teaching, it is
increasingly important for teachers to avoid ineffective questioning patterns, for
the questioning process is crucial to classroom instruction. Thus, to improve the
learning opportunities for the class a nd to motivate students to talk more and
provide responses, teachers are expected to develop questioning skills and employ
different types of questions in EFL classrooms. Besides that, students should also
be encouraged to ask questions and give responses

to teachers’ questions. If

students are given opportunities to talk, teachers will be able to obtain feedback
on students’ problems in understanding some parts of the lesson

(Ayu Erianti,

Erwin Akib, 2018).
Yip, D. Y. (2015:76) says that the teachers' questions can be considered as the
most powerful device to lead, extend, and control communication in the
classroom. Actually, the style of interaction between the teacher and students can
be seen as a recycling process: “a teacher's question, students' responses,

and

feedback”.
From these definitions, we can generalize that questioning in language
classroom are to facilitate students to have comprehensible input, to trigger
students to produce language production (output), and to create interaction in
classroom. Questions can serve different functions and teachers can ask questions
for a variety of reasons. As questioning is believed to be one of the tools of
effective teaching, it is increasingly important for teachers to avoid ineffective
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questioning patterns, f or the questioning process is crucial to classroom
instruction
3.

Types and Classifications of Questions
Teachers in the EFL classroom employ different types of questions to make

teaching effective and enhance learners’ proficiency in the target language. As

it

has been explained by Richards, J.C. & Lockhart, C. (1994:138) , there are three
types of questions. They are procedural, convergent, and divergent questions.
First, procedural questions have to do with classroom procedures and routines
and classroom man agement as opposed to the content of learning. For example,
Richards, J.C. & Lockhart, C. (1994:144)

, state that the following questions

usually occur in classrooms while teachers are checking that assignments had
been completed, that instructions for a task are clear, and that student are ready for
a new task.
Did everyone bring their homework?
Do you all understand what I want to do?
How much more time do you need?
Can you all read what I have written on the blackboard?
Did anyone bring a dictionary to class?
Why aren’t you doing the assignment?
Procedural questions are designed to engage students in the content of the
lesson, to facilitate their comprehension, and to promote classroom interaction.
Second, convergent questions encourage similar student res

ponses or

responses which focus on a central theme. These responses are often short
answers, such as “yes” or “no” or short statements. This means they do not
usually require students to engage in higher level thinking in order to come up
with a response but often focus on the recall of previously presented information.
In general, convergent questions may expect the student to repeat some
conventional wisdom. Ndun (2015:17) recommend the following questions as
convergent used by a teacher in introducing a

reading lesson focusing on the

effects of computers.
How many of you have a personal computer in your home?
Do you use it every day?
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What do you mainly use it for?
What are some other machines that you have in your home?
What are the names of some computer companies?
What is the difference between software and hardware?
The last is divergent questions that encourage student responses which are not
short answers and which require students to engage in higher level thinking. They
encourage students to provide

their own information rather than to recall

previously presented information. In general, divergent questions often require
students to analyze, synthesize, or evaluate a knowledge base and then project or
predict different outcomes.
Therefore, divergent questions often require new, creative insights. After
asking the convergent questions above, the teacher goes on to ask divergent
questions such as the following:
How many computers had an economic impact on society?
How would business today function without computers?
Do you think computers have had any negative effects on society?
What are the best ways of promoting the use of computers in education?
There are also other scholars who have explained the art of asking questions.
Ellis in Ndun (2015:19) def inison of a display question as “one designed to
test whether the addressee has knowledge of a particular fact or can use a
particular linguistic item correctly”. .
Nunan & Lamb in Ndun (2015:19) define referential questions as “those to
which the asker d oes not know the answer”. Ellis also explains that these are
questions which are “genuinely information -seeking”. The teachers should ask
referential questions because (a) learners tend to give longer answers than they do
to display questions and (b) learn ers will be less willing to answer questions if
their purpose is always to test knowledge.
Muhammad Z, Massoud Y. N (2014:96) says that studies of questioning have
proposed various categories of questions and questions have been categorized
according to t heir cognitive domain (Bloom, 1956), purpose (Richards &
Lockhart, 1996), form (Celce Murcia & Larsen

-Freeman, 1999, Biber et al.,

1999), form, purpose and content (Thompson, 1997). While all of these types of
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questions have their place in the interactive

classroom, among all the types of

questions the distinction between display and referential question has attracted a
lot of attention. Display questions are the ones for which the teacher already
knows the answer, they simply test the learner’s knowledge o f previously taught
studies, whereas, referential questions are genuinely information

-seeking

questions, aiming to acquire new information.
a. Display Questioning
Display questioning according to Long and Sato’s theory (1983) is a type of
questions in whic h the answer is already known by the teacher and it seems that
teachers know much than the students about the answer (Lightbown and Spada,
2013). This question is placed as a test to the learners to elict the previous
informatios (Ellis, 1994), for a exam ple “who is the man you see in the video
clip?” and “what is unit 2 about?.” Besides that, Lin (2011) notes that display
questions are to test students’ knowledge of fact. This type of questions is as a
question in which teacher wants to test students to r ecall the previous fact from
their memory after learning a lesson.
The teacher uses display questions in EFL classrooms to generate practice in
the target language and to increase students’ participation in the form of natural
conversation (Zhou, 2002). By considering the teacher who takes big roles in
language classroom, display question may be more beneficial at the beginning
level or while commencing a short conversation in language classes (Matra,
2014). Based on the mentioned explanation above, displ

ay questions are likely

question in which students have already known the answer and those questions are
delivered mostly in the lower level class to check students’ knowledge about the
lesson or their new language knowledge, to elicit the previous information or what
they just learned, and those are more likely about the form, structure, and meaning
of language (Rahmah, 2018).
Display questioning according to Long and Sato (1983

) skills includes

several things, namely:
1) A clear and concise question
Questions need to be arranged clearly and briefly, and must take into account
the ability of thinking and vocabulary that is controlled by learners. Try not to
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learners can’t answer th

e question, just because the question is long and

convoluted.
2) Giving References
In classroom learning, before asking questions may be necessary for teachers
to provide a reference in the form of questions or brief explanations containing
information in accordance with the expected answers.
3) Focus Attention
Questions can be used to focus the attention of the learner, besides that
focusing can also be done by tapping the table, tapping the blackboard, and
applause. Use of questions to focus the attention of learners needs to be tailored to
the interests of learning.
4) Give a Turn and Spread the Question
To involve learners as closely as possible in learning, teachers need to give
their turn in answering questions. Providing a turn in answering quest

ions, in

addition to involving learners maximally in learning also to foster the courage of
learners, as well as to create a fun learning climate. The difference between
turning and spreading is one of the questions answered in rotation by several
learners, whereas the spread is different questions are distributed in turns and
answered by different learners.
5) Provision of opportunities to think
As has been pointed out, after the teacher asks questions to all learners, it is
necessary to give the opport unity to think in a while before appoint someone to
answer it. Never ask questions by first pointing to the learner who must answer it.
In addition to the designated do not have the opportunity to think, other students is
not focus so do not pay attention because it already knows who should answer the
questions posed.
6) Provision of Assistance
In answering possible questions, learners can’t give the right answer, in which
case the teacher should guide one appropriate answer (Mulyasa, 2008:70).
b. Referential Questioning
Referential question refres to genuine question (Ellis, 1994) in which many
possible and acceptable answer will follow a result. In referential question,
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teachers genuinely ask question for seeking information from students and it
seems require long and complicated answer because the questions are likely to
interpret, elaborate, or just give opinion about something and mostly require
subjective information (Qashoa, 2012). It seemed that referential questions create
more opportunities for language development and enable students to express their
feelings and opinions, so they are believed to be efficient techniques in language
classrooms.
Maley (2003) briefly states that referential question may draw the attention of
the learners more because what teachers ask is something that students themselves
who knows more. Therefore, “students’ answers to referential questions are more
meaningful, longer and subjective in most circumstances” (Brock, 1986; Gebhard,
1996; and Tsui, 1995 cited in Tuan and Nhu, 2010).
Components of referential questioning according to Ellis (1983) skills
includes several things, namely:
1) Changing the demands of the cognitive level of the question
Each type of question demands a different response (answer). The

emerging

or visible response is the embodiment of the mental process or the thinking
process. So if we associate with Bloom's Taxonomy theories about the various
levels of questions, we can find that there are questions that do not involve
complex mental processes (think like knowledge questions), but others involve
complex (think) Analysis, synthesis, and evaluation). The demands of mental
activity (thinking) is what is meant by the cognitive demands of the question,
while changing the cognitive demands o f the questions is defined by the activities
of teachers who appear and related to their efforts to develop the mental processes
of students through questioning techniques.
2) Setting Question Sequences
3) In order for students' thinking ability to develop prope rly and reasonably, the
teacher should arrange the sequence of questions asked questions at a certain
level should be strengthened and then switch to higher level questions.
4) Use of tracking inquiries
If the teacher asks high -level questions and answ ers given by the student are
considered correct but can still be completed again, the teacher can ask a landing
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question that can guide the student to develop the answers given. Techniques of
tracer questions that teachers can use include the following:
a) Ask for clarification
b) Ask students to give reasons
c) Ask for a student view agreement
d) Ask for accurate answers
e) Ask for more relevant answers
f) Ask for an example
g) Ask for more complex answers
5) Improvement to interaction
From the explanation above, the researcher summarize that, in generally there
are two types when the teacher asking a questions to student, they are display
question and referential questions. Display questions are the ones for which the
teacher already knows the answer, they simply test the learne

r’s knowledge of

previously taught studies, whereas, referential questions are genuinely
information-seeking questions, aiming to acquire new information.
4.

Classroom Interaction

a. Definition of Classroom Interaction
According to Brown

(2007:164), classroom interaction is a collaborative

dealings of ideas between two people or more, of thoughts, feelings, for resulting
in a reciprocal effect on each

other, that is the interaction. The concept of

communicative ability accentuate the role of language use in diverse context to
negotiate substance in human experience. In other words, to get the idea from
someone’s mind into others’ mind and vice versa
According to Ghohs (2010) that classroom interaction is the practice of
language skills thathave importance in speaking and listening.the importance is to
help learners to think critically and share their views to other laerners. Sofyank
and Mahmud (2014:46) states classroom interaction is a verbal or non

-verbal

relation to communicate meaning between teachers and students or one person to
group of people and vice versa or among groups of people
Based on some definition above, it can be conclude that classroo m interaction
is classroom activities between teacher and students through process of discussion
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and class participation that used to develop the two very important language skills
which are speaking and listening among the learners.
b. The Importance of Classroom Interaction
According to Hariyano (2013:3

-4) that the importance of classroom

interaction can be feedback that given by teacher to student in the classroom to
improve their language skills.
Mulyadi (2011:7) also said that the importance of classroom interaction is it
can help student to improve their langugae ability by interacting with their
lecturer or their peers and their can practice as the real life sitution.
Base on some definition above, it means that the importance of classroom
interaction is can be a feedback that given by teacher to students in the
classroom to improve their language skill and can practice as the real life
sitution.
c. Types of Classroom Interaction
Below are the explanation of five types of interaction that occur in the
classroom explained by Dagarin (2004) (as cited in Putri 2014:10

-11), as the

follow:
1) Teacher-whole class
Teacher-whole class means that the teacher stimulates the students to talk, and
the classroom interaction is controlled by the teacher. The EFL classroom context,
the teacher always initiates this type of classroom interaction by asking questions,
and the students respond to the teachers’ questions. It means that in teacher -whole
class interaction, the teacher has to stimulate the students to talk by ask ing some
questions orally.
2) Student-student
This interaction facilitates the student to exchange information and ideas about
the materials that they get. It will increase their learning since they do
collaboratively. Rivera contends that most of interacti on between student -student
in EFL context is a dialogue where the students have prepared the dialogue to
practice it in the classroom. It means that the most activity that acquires the
students to do collaboratively in students’ book is making a dialogue t o practice it
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in the classroom. This activity requires the students to exchange their ideas or add
some information to make their dialogue perfect that reflect real life context.
Besides that, the students who do not understand yet at trait materials can ask
other students to answer or help them in understanding the material. It means that
if the students do not understand, they will feel freedom to ask whatever he wants
to ask since they interact at each other.
3) Students -students
This interaction will g ive advantage for the students since they will feel
freedom to talk at each other. There are many patterns of classroom interaction,
such as group work, closed -ended teacher questioning, individual work, choral
responses, collaboration, teacher initiates

and student answers, full

-class

interaction, teacher talk, self-access and open ended teacher questioning.
4) Students-teacher
This interaction will encourage the teacher giving information and feedback,
and the students asking a question about material that they do not understand yet.
Asking question is the most common activity that the students do for their teacher.
5) Teacher-a group of students
The common activity that is in this interaction is the teacher gives a task that
has to be discussed in the group

. It means that the students who are in group

discuss what the teacher wants to do for them. In addition, interaction between
teacher and group of students is like helping other students who do not understand
yet at the discussed materials, and controlling

the interaction in order to

preventing uncontrolled classroom.
2.2 Previous Study
There have been some research that relevant to this research, they are :
1. Prabowo, A. B. K. A. (2013)

, in his journal entitled “An Analysis of

Teachers’ Questioning Strategies d uring Interaction in the Classroom: a
Case of the Eight Grade SMP PGRI 01 Semarang” in this research the
objectives of this study are; 1) to know kinds of teachers’ questioning
strategies that teacher use in the classroom. 2) to know the way the
teachers use the questioning strategies in the classroom. The design of the
research is descriptive qualitative. The Instrument used are observation
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sheet, interview, and document. The result of this research shows that are:
1) The teaching strategies are; (a) the t eaching techniques used lecturing,
group project and small group discussion (b) the teacher give feedback
when the students have difficulties. The problems faced by the teacher are
the classroom conditions, the crowded conditions, controlling individually,
the interaction between the teacher and students in the classroom is
ineffective, the students' less vocabulary, the limited media and the
problems faced by the students are lack of confidence, the students have
difficulties in translation. The conclusion are Not all English teachers in
SMP PGRI 01 Semarang have good understanding of how to implement
teacher’s questioning. Some of them still have some problems with their
understanding
2. Siliwangi, I. (2018) , in their journal entitled “An Analysis of Teacher’ s
Questioning in the Classroom Interaction” Teaching learning process will
be effective when there are interactions between the teacher and students.
Classroom interaction is one of the crucial factors in the teaching -learning
process. The objective of thi

s research is to identify the teacher’s

questioning in the classroom . The research method was descriptive
qualitative design. The data were obtained by doing observation and
interview with the educator and students as respondent. The population of
this re search was teacher and students of the second

-grade students of

SMK TI Garuda Nusantara Cimahi. The data were investigated by
applying questioning strategies focused on the variety of teacher
questioning. The result showed that entire teacher questioning t hat found
the most frequently used. Based on the result, it can be concluded that the
questioning from the teacher was more dominant than student questions.
3. Muhammad Z, Massoud Y. N ( 2014) in their journal entitled “ Teachers’
Use of Display vs. Referential Questions across Different Proficiency
Levels” In this study the researchers investigated the frequency of use of
two types of questions, that is, display and referential qu

estions, at three

levels of proficiency (elementary, intermediate and advanced). The design
of the research is descriptive qualitative. Furthermore, their interaction
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effect were compared within each level to see which question type led to
the desirable ef fect, that is, more interaction at each level. The results
showed that the teacher used more display questions at the elementary and
intermediate levels contrary to the advanced level. Furthermore, the results
elicited from the dependent t -test indicated t hat there was a significant
difference in the effect of display versus referential questions at all of the
three levels with referential ones leading to longer responses.
Based on the previous studies above

, reseacher found the

similarities and difference s of the previous studies with this reseach. The
similarities between previous studies and this reseach is equally focused
on the teachers’ questions in english classroom, and this research used the
same method which is qualitative.
The differences between previous studies and this reseach is the
firts reseach, the reseacher identified teacher’s questioning with the new
one that is modern pedagogic dimension, the second reseach, the reseacher
identify of basic questions the teacher asks, while the last rese

ach, the

reseacher analyzed Questions Across Different Proficiency Levels. While
focused on display and referential qustioning. Meanwhile this research
will focus on display questioning.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD

This chapter deals with method and design, time and place, population and
sample, instrument, the procedure of collecting data and techniques of analyzing
data of the research.
3.1 Method and Design of the Research
1. Method
This research applied qualitative method.

Itaims to find out the typ

es of

teacher questioning style used by the teacher in English classroom interaction.
2. Design
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative design. The
researcher did an observation and gave interview to the teacher to find out the
types of questioning style used by the teacher in English classroom interaction.
3.2 Time and Location of the Research
This research was conducted on September 2020 and this research was located
at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat.
3.3 Subject of the Reseach
The subject of this re search are 2 (two) teachers of SMPN 1 Malangke Barat .
The reseacher chose the teachers beacuse the teacher have the chararcteristic in
decision subject.
3.4 Instrument of the Research
The instruments of this research were used observation and interview.
1. Observation
a) The researcher came to the class and seat at the backside.
b) The researcher observed the learning process, especially teacher questiong.
c) The researcher took a video in learning process.
d) Then, observated the teacher while teaching and then checked th
observation sheet and took a

e
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e) esult of observation checklist and video.
2. Interview
a) The researcher gave the explanation to the teacher about the questioning of
interview.
b) The researcher interviewed the teachers
c) The researcher collected the data by recording.
d) The researcher collected the result and then analyze it.
3.5 Procedure of Collecting Data
To collected the data, the researcher used some procedures as follow:
1.

The researcher observed the learning process, especially teacher questioning.
Then, checking the teachers’ leaning process in observation sheet and also
took a video of learning process.

2.

The researcher interviewed the teachers by interviewing.

3.

The researcher collected the result of observation c

hecklist, video and

interview records.
4.

The researcher collected the result and then analyze it.

3.6 Techniques of Analyzing Data
The researcher used three steps with the following explanation as follows:
1. Data Reduction
When the researcher collected the data from the observation and interview,
the researcher reduced the data. Reduce data means that summarizes, choose
things that are basic, focus on things that are important, seek themes and pattern
and also remove unnecessary.
2. Data Display
After reducing the data, the next step was the the data display. The
presentation of the data were in the form of brief description, charts and
relationship between categories and so on. Displaying data was helped the
researcher to understand what is happened and to do some things further analysis
or caution on that understanding.
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3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification
The next step was conclusion drawing. The researcher must find the fixed
data to get the credible data. The data is credible when the conclusion that found
in the first was same with the last conclusion. The data pres

ented preliminary

conclusion still tentative and changed if not found the evidence that supports
strong data collection on the next stage.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter deals with the data analysis presentation

of the result of the

research. The instrument used to get the data was observation checklist and
interview.
4.1 Findings
In this research there are two sample that researcher observed to find the data.
The first data that researcher got by using observation c

hecklist in learning

process, it can be seen in the following table below:
1. Observation Checklist
a. The first teacher
Table 1. The first day (Monday, 7th September 2020)
Types of teacher
questioning

Teacher style in giving questioning

Teacher
YES

1.
Display
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
Referential

3.
4.
5.

The teacher give clear questions
with vocabulary understood by
students.
The teacher give a references of
learning before asking students.
The teacher asks questions to make
students focus in learning.
The teacher asks the answers of
students alternately/random.
The teacher gives short wait time
to the students to answer question.
The teacher demanded the students
to find out the correct answer.

The teacher asks questions from
the students
The teacher asks the students to
giving opinion, explain or clarify
The teacher gives questions in a
sequential
The teacher gives long wait time to
the students to answer question
The teacher increase interaction in
learning process

NO
















Note
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Based on the research observation checklist in the table 1 that researcher did
in class VIIB at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat, the researcher found that the teacher in
asking questions used more display questioning. The teacher give clear questions
with vocabulary understo od by students ,the teacher give a references of learning
before asking students , T he teacher asks questions to make students focus in
learning, andthe teachers asks the answersof students alternately/random.
In the results found by the researcher that the

first teacher used display

questioning in the learning process rather than referential questioning, here are
some examples of questions used by the first teacher when teaching were display
questions, for example “ do you all

understand what I want to do?, c

translate statement number 1 into Indonesian, what is the a
number 1? ", why you answer with that?

an you

nswer to question

tells w hat the picture above is about?.

These question are some of the questions that are given by the teacher to students
so that st udent more active to the direction of laerning in accordance with the
material provide the teacher. T he sample question on the referential question that
the first teacher gave was "

are you sure ?, it is correct? , can we used this

sentences?.

b. The second teacher
Table 2. The second day (Tuesday, 8th September 2020)
Types of teacher
questioning

Teacher style in giving questioning

Teacher
YES

1. The teacher give clear questions
Display

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

with vocabulary understood by
students.
The teacher give a references of
learning before asking students.
The teacher asks questions to make
students focus in learning.
The teacher asks the answers of
students alternately/random.
The teacher gives short wait time
to the students to answer question.
The teacher demanded the students
to find out the correct answer.

Note

NO
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1.
2.
Referential

3.
4.
5.

The teacher asks questions from
the students
The teacher asks the students to
giving opinion, explain or clarify
The teacher gives questions in a
sequential
The teacher gives long wait time to
the students to answer question
The teacher increase interaction in
learning proces







Based on the research observation checklist in the table 2 that researcher did
in class VIIA at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat, the researcher found that the teacher in
ask questions used more display question ing. The teacher give clear questions
with vocabulary understood by students , the the teacher give a references of
learning before asking students, the teacher asks questions to make students focus
in learning, t he teacher gives short waiting time to the students answer question,
and the teacher demanded te students to the correct answer.
In the results found by the researcher that the second teacher used display
questioning in the learning process rather than referential questioning, here are
some examples of questions used by the second teacher when teaching were
display questions, for example “how are you today? you guys already understand
the material t hat I explain ?, who can answer question no 3 ?, How much more
time do you need? What is the correct answer to the question on the board?. The
second teacher’s question is almost the same as the questions given to students,
but here the teacher more focus on laerning. That is some examples of questions
asked by the second teacher during the learning process.
2. Interview
Based on data interview that researcher used to support the data observation
that the interview consist of 7 questions, the researcher fo

und the teacher used

same type in questioning. The data analysis aimed at finding out the information
of teacher’s questioning in English classroom interaction.
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The first questions was asking about whether the teacher give

a clear

questions according to the learning references to students in giving questions. The
first teacher said that “ Yeah, I give a clear questions according to the learning
references, because when you giving learning process without references students
are not understand”, and the second teacher said that “yes, of course. Why should
it be clear, beacuse students can easly understand from what I convey”. Based on
the answer from the first teacher, the second teacher and the third teacher above,
the result shows that the teacher basically have the similar answer, all the teacher
give a clear questions according to the learning references to students in giving
questions.
The second questions was asking about how the teacher ask students to focus
in giving questions.

The teachers answer indi

cated that they have different

answer. The first teacher said that “I ask focus the students in learning by means
asking questions to students through the media I use in the learning process, and
the second teacher said that “so that students to focus, fir st I give example of the
learning that I gave, it can be an example of a unique example so students are
more interested and can make students want to interaction in the from of questions
and answer”.
The third questions was asking about whether the teache

r ask students

sequentially/randomly? How the teacher choose students to ask. The first teacher
said that “I ask the question to students by sequentially and after that I ask
students by randomly. Then, how do I choose students to ask, so I saw from the
student who were able or could in answering the questions that I gave so that
students who don’t understand or exceed their friends and then i continue other
questions to students who don’t understand, and the second teacher said that “so, I
asked the studen ts fro seeing which students pay attention and understand what I
convey. So, I choose the students by randomly. The point is that other students
also want and pay attention”.
The fourth question was asking about whether in giving questions to students,
how much time is available for students to answer questions. The first teacher said
that “No, I don’t give a certain waiting time to students to answer the questios I
gave, and the second teacher said that “No, I don’t give wait time to answer the
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questions. Because for students who already understand must be a long and
uncertain answer. While students who do not understand when I ask must answer
briefly”.
The fifth questions was asking about whether the teacher expect from
students by triying to ask question s in English learning classroom. The teacher
said “I hope students achieve the goals of the learning tthat I convey English
learning classroom”, and the second teacher said that “I expected was that
students easily understand from what I conveyed in asking questions in classroom
and so that students continue to learn English”.
The sixth question was asking about whether the teacher in English learning
ask questions from low level to a high cognitive levels?” the teacher said that “I
ask questions from low level to high levels, because not all students can afford
and understand the questions I gave”, and the second teacher said that “yes, of
course. From a low level to high level because not all students have the same
ability. So, I give basic things in the learning process to make them understand”.
Based on the answer from the first teacher, the second teacher and the third
teacher above, the result shows that the teacher basically have the similar answer,
all the teacher ask questions from low level to a high levels.
The seventh question was asking about whether the teacher difficulties do
students experinces when she ask them. The first teacher said that “factors that
make some students difficulties or less understanding in the learning process is the
lack of understanding of the vocabulary that students have, so that some students
are less and difficult to understand what I said. But from the learning English in
classroom can improve students abilities and interest in teaching”, and the second
teacher said that “the difficulties of students in learning English is the lack of
vocabulary possessed by students. So, when I was asking and I was teaching I lid
in indonesian so they understand what I mean”.
Based on the information statements, the researcher summarizes that:
1) The English teacher ask question to the students by

giving a clear questions

according to the learning references
2) All of the English teachers uses the same type in ask question, that is display
question.
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3) The teacher said that difficulties exper inced by being in the learning process
were the lack of vocabulary that some students have.
4.2 Discussion
After analyzing the data at the findings, the researcher presents the discussion
of data. This section present the result of data analysis of observatio

n and

interview related to the theory in chapter II. Furthermore, this section aims to find
out the teacher questioning style in English classroom interaction. Generally,
based on the information that had been

displayedon tables in findings, the

researcher found that all english teacher used display questioning.
Questions as an important technique used by the teacher to promote
classroom interaction have an important say in the matter. The aims of teacher
questioning are, makethe students focus on the lesson, checking the student ability
and understanding. In learning process, the teacher explain the material and
sometimes ask the simple questions to the students to know the students
understanding, how far the students know the material and sometimes the te acher
giving cue to the students before answer the question.
In teacher questioning in english classroom intercation, there are two types of
strategies, that is display questioning and referntial questioning. However, in this
research, the teachers mostly used display questioning. Of the 6 statements, the
first teacher used the 4 statements on the display questioning. The first statement
is t he teacher give a clear questions with voca bulary understood by students,
before asks the students the first teacher

explain the material and then give a

questions in English but with vocabulary that is easy for students to understand
and then the teacher switch with indonesian because not all students understand
English because these students are still beginner (low le
students by randomly. The second is t

vel) and then asks the

he teacher give a references of le

arning

before asking students, in this section before the teacher asks students, the teacher
brief explanations and provide a references to students clearly, then asks students.
The third is the teacher asks questions to make students focus in lear ning, in this
stage the first teacher want students to focus and pay attenttion so that students
understand what the teacher asks, and the teacher make the students focu
learning by means asking questions to students through the media used in the

s in
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learning process. And the last t

he teach er asks the answers of students

alternately/random, the first teacher ask the question to students by sequentially
and after that the teacher ask students by randomly. The first teacher used this
method so as not only to focus on one students could also answer questions.
While in the referential questioning there were only 3, the first is the teacher asks
questions from the students, the first teacher asks question from students so that
there is interaction between students and teacher so that the learning process in
the clasroom can complement each other, the socond is

the teacher asks the

students to giving opinion explain or clarify , in this point the teacher provide
opportunities for students to express their opinion by pointing to the students, and
the teacher increase interaction in learning process.
The second teacher used 5 statements in the display questioning. The first
statement is the teacher give clear questions with vo
students, the second teacher

cabulary understood by

provide an explanation should it be clear, and in

interspersed with indonesian then asks sthe students beacuse students can easly
understand from what the teac her convey. The second statements is t he teacher
give a references of

learning before asking students, in this stage before asks

question the teacher give some sample and give a brief explanation to student so
that student can easy to answer the question.
questions to make students focus in learning,

The third is the teacher

asks

why the teacher want the students

focus so that students understand moe quickly, so it can be more interested and
can make students want to interaction in the from of questions and

answer. The

fourth is the teacher gives short wait time to the students to answer question, the
second teacher gives awaiting time to the students approximately 1 - 2 minutes so
that students can think and train students’ abilities to interaction in class room. The
last is the teacher demanded the students to find out the correct answer

, after

giving questions to students, the second teacher ask students to find the correct
answer. But when the answers given by the students were not quite right then the
question was aksed to other students. While in the referential questioning only 2
statements, that is the teacher gives long wait time to the students to answer
question, in this section after the teacher provide a long waitig time so that
students can have t he opportunity to think and express rheir opinions, and

the
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teacher increase interaction in learning process . From this research, the researcher
can conclude that by using a display questioning strategy to students, this can be
effective and increase inter action between students and teachers or student and
students.
In this research, the researcher found that the teacher used display questioning
more than referential questioning. This research was related to the finding from
Muhammad Z, Massoud Y. N

( 2014) this research will focus on display

questioning, and this research was related to the finding from Siliwangi, I. (2018)
that the questioning from the teacher was more dominan t than student questions.
As for the results found by the researcher, the teacher is more likely to ask
questions to students who are more active and have a high understanding, so that
other students are motivated to actively answer the questions from the

teacher.

From the data, the researcher can analyzed that the questioning gives positive
effect for the student. The question asks the teacher do not determine the number
of student answer.
From every interaction that was carried out in the classroom, the

researcher

found that in the questions and answer process between teacher and stuents in the
classroom, asking questions with a display questions was mostly found in the
classroom interaction. Brock (1998) found that the learners responded with
significantly longer and more syntactically complex utterances to display
questions than to referential questions.When teachers use display questions,
students are more likely to produce complex target language structure and their
output is more likely to be produced in naturallistic settings. Learner was attain a
much higher profinciency. Therefore, teachers are expected to employed more
display questions.
In this strategy related to the theory by David (2007:41) investigating the
difference between the distribution

of teachers’ use of display and referential

questions and also the effects of teachers’ questioning behavior on ESL classroom
interaction. He found that language teachers’ use of display questions is much
greater than their use of referential questions. T he study also revealed that display
questions encourage language learners, especially beginners by stimulating
interest and resulting in greater active participation in lessons.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusion
Based on the finding and discussion at the previous chapter, the researcher
found the type of teacher questioning of English teachers at learning process as
the first teacher and the second teacher used display question

and referential

question, but all of the teacher used mor e the display questions . The researcher
conclud the English teachers at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat used

more display

questioning because students in Junior High School is the beginner (low level)
and it makes the students easily to answer the teachers’ questions, the students can
answer directly and practice. In the first teacher there are 6 questions that are used
in the display questioning statement that is “do you all understand what I want to
do?, can you translate statement number 1 into Indonesian, what is the answer to
question number 1? ", a nd tells w hat the picture above is about?, t

he sample

question on the referential question that the first teacher gave was "what d

o you

think about the picture?, and have you understood my explanation?", and there are
2 questions the fisrt teacher conveyed in referential questioning. While for the
second teacher there are 5 questions that the teacher uttered

that is how are you

today? you guys already understand the material that I explain ?, who can answer
question no 1 ?, How much more time do you need? What is the correct answer to
the question on the board? . When teachers use display questions, students are
more likely to produce complex target language structure and the study also
revealed that display questions enc ourage language learners, especially beginners
by stimulating interest, resulting in greater active participation in lessons, the
researcher can analyzed that the questioning gives positive effect for the
student.Based on the analysis, by applying question ing strategies, the teacher can
check the students’ progress in comprehending the materials, check the students’
knowledge of related materials, an
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5.2 Suggestions
Considering the conclusion above, the researcher gives some suggestions, as
follow:
1. The English teachers at SMPN 1 Malangke Barat are suggested to give more
questions to the students. So the students can be active and focus to the lessons,
but teachers still have to switch with Indonesian in the teaching process, so that
students more understand.
2. For students, they should pay attention and more focus in the learning process
and students must master more english vocabulary in order to understand and
answer the question the teacher puts forward.
3. For the next researcher who want to conduct the simi
suggested to increase the research time and get the

liar research, are
moresample, to observe

what questions the teacher gives to students and the amount of question.
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APPENDIX I
OBSERVATION CHECKLIST
Refer to the learning process of teachers-students in the classroom, then give ()
sign in the appropriate circumstances!
Name of Teacher :
Class
:
Date
:
Types of
teacher
questioning

Dispaly

Referential

Teacher style in giving questioning

Teacher
YES

Note
NO

1. The teacher gives clear questions with
vocabulary understood by students.
2. The teacher give a references of
learning before asking students.
3. The teacher asks question to make
students’ focus in learning
4. The teacher asks the answers of
students alternately/random
5. The teacher gives short wait time to the
students to answer question
6. The teacher demanded the students to
find the correct answer

1. The teacher asks questions from the
students
2. The teacher asks the students to giving
opinion, explain or clarify
3. The teacher gives questions in a
sequential
4. The teacher gives long wait time to the
students to answer question
5. The teacher increase interaction in
learning process

Source : Rahmah, Z. (2018). An Analysis of Teacher’s Display Questions and
Referential Question in Eleventh Grade at Man Insan Cendekia Jambi. English
Unja, 1–20.
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APPENDIX II
INTERVIEW
Name of Teacher :
Class
:
Date
:
1. Do you give a clear questions according to the learning references?
2. How do you ask students to focus on the questions you give?
3. Do you ask students sequentially/randomly? How do you choose students
to be ask?
4. In giving questions to students, how much time is available for students to
answer questions?
5. What do you expect from students by triying to ask questions in English
learning classroom?
6. In English learning do you ask questions from low level to a high
cognitive levels?
7. What difficulties do students experinces when you ask them?
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First Teacher
OBSERVATION CHECKLIST
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Second Teacher
OBSERVATION CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX III
TRANSCRIPTION
First Teacher
Name of Teacher : Sanariah Mussu, S.Pd
Class
: 7B
Date
: senin, 7 september 2020
Transcribe of interview
1. Yeah, I give a clear questi ons according to the learning references, because
when you giving learning process without references students are not
understand.
2. I ask focus the students in learning by means asking questions to students
through the media I use in the learning process.
3. I ask the question to students by sequentially and after that I ask students by
randomly. Then, how do I choose students to ask, so I saw from the student
who were able or could in answering the questions that I gave so that students
who don’t understand o r exceed their friends and then i continue other
questions to students who don’t understand.
4. No, I don’t give a certain waiting time to students to answer the questios I a
gave.
5. I hope students achieve the goals of the learning tthat I convey English
learning classroom”.
6. I ask questions from low level to high levels, because not all students can
afford and understand the questions I gave”.
7. Factors that make some students difficulties or less understanding in the
learning process is the lack of understanding of the vocabulary that students
have, so that some students are less and difficult to understand what I said.
But from the learning English in classroom can improve students abilities and
interest in teaching.
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Second Teacher
Name of Teacher : Nurlinda, S.Pd
Class
: 7A
Date
: selasa, 8 september 2020

Transcribe of interview
1. Yes, of course. Why should it be clear, beacuse students can easly understand
from what I convey
2.

So that students to focus, first I give example of the learning that I

gave, it

can be an exampleof a unique example so students are more interested and
can make students want to interaction in the from of questions and answer.
3. So, I asked the students fro seeing which students pay attention and
understand what I convey. So, I choose the students by randomly. The point is
that other students also want and pay attention
4.

No, i don’t give wait time to answer the questions. Because for students who
already understand must be a long and uncertain answer. While students who
do not understand when I ask must answer briefly

5.

What I expected was that students easily understand from what I conveyed in
asking questions in classroom and so that students continue to learn English

6.

Yes, of course. From a low level to high level because not al l students have
the same ability. So, I give basic things in the learning process to make them
understand.

7.

The difficulties of students in learning English is the lack of vocabulary
possessed by students. So, when I was asking and I was teaching I lid in
indonesian so they understand what I mean.
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